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RecyclerView We are using ListViews on all activities that have a list of
sections that can be switched by the user. Switching between the sections is
done by adding and removing an horizontal divider to the list. I want to
implement this functionality within a RecyclerView. I am using a ListAdapter
which has a function to add an horizontal divider between two sections. What
I am wondering how to accomplish is to find out if the section to which the
Divider will be added currently has an horizontal divider between it and the
next section. If it does have one I want the divider to be drawn. If it doesn't
then I want the Divider to not be drawn. I am using the onCreateDivider()
method to determine if a divider should be added or not. If it should be
added then my code for creating the divider isn't called. What I want is for
my code for creating the divider to be called without having to remove the
horizontal divider that I have already drawn. Here is the list adapter code in
case that helps: public class MyListAdapter extends
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changes in the rotational
rate of a system) and
translation (i.e., a linear
movement of the
specimen). One skilled in
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the art will appreciate that
a force-sensing device
may measure one or more
additional directions of
force. For example, a forcesensing device may
measure forces exerted in
one or more directions
that are perpendicular to
the force-sensing device's
directions of force sensing.
A reference stiffness is the
stiffness of the specimen
with respect to zero force
and/or displacement. A
reference displacement is
the displacement of the
specimen with respect to
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zero force and/or
displacement. The
reference force-sensing
direction(s) and reference
displacement(s) may be
measured at the specimen
with the reference
stiffness. A reference force
may be the force exerted
by the specimen on the
reference displacement(s).
A reference displacement
may be the displacement
of the specimen with
respect to the reference
force. 6d1f23a050
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